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Heliophysics System Observatory (HSO)
• Fleet of solar, heliospheric, geospace, and 
planetary satellites designed to work independently 
while enabling large-scale collaborative 
investigations.
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sunearth/missions/

Yohkoh  
[SXT/HXT] 
!
1991 - 2001
Yohkoh:  http://www.lmsal.com/SXT/homepage.html  — partnership with Japanese/UK/European space agencies
SOHO 
[LASCO/EIT/SUMER/MDI] 
!
1995 - 
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO):  http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/
RHESSI 
!
2002 - 
Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI):  http://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/rhessi2/
TRACE 
!
1998 - 2010
Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE):  http://trace.lmsal.com/
A(head)
B(ehind)
STEREO 
[SECCHI] 
!
2006 -
Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO):  http://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Hinode  
[SOT/EIS/XRT] 
!
2006 -
Hinode:  http://hinode.msfc.nasa.gov/ — partnership with Japanese/UK/European space agencies
SDO: 
[AIA/HMI] 
!
2010 - 
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO):  http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
IRIS 
!
2013 - 
Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS):  http://iris.gsfc.nasa.gov/ & http://iris.lmsal.com/index.html  
Solar Probe+ 
!
2018? -
Solar Probe Plus:  http://solarprobe.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Heliophysics System Observatory (HSO):  http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sunearth/missions/
The Sun in Layers
Sun Facts:  http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/
“Mysteries of the Sun”:  NASA / Jenny Mottar
European Space Agency (ESA)
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
(SAO)
15 000 000 ∘C
Sunspots & Active Regions
Rice Univ. Galileo Project:  http://galileo.rice.edu/sci/observations/sunspots.html
2014 April 3:  SDO HMI 6173 A1625 May:  Christoph Scheiner
NOAA Active Regions:  SolarMonitor.org
Sunspots & Active Regions
SOT (CN line 3883 A); 2007 May 2
SOHO animation gallery
SOT Picture of the Day (POD):  http://sot.lmsal.com/pod?cmd=view-gallery
Hinode SOT:  NASA / JAXA / NAOJ
JHelioviewer 2014 Apr 04
Sunspots & Active Regions
Solar Dynamics Observatory (GSFC) Jewel Box:  http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a004100/a004117/
Sunspots & Active Regions
“SDO Jewel Box”!!
Solar features as seen with 10 different filters (i.e., plasma at different temperatures). 
Solar Dynamics Observatory (GSFC) Jewel Box:  http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a004100/a004117/
Solar Cycle
SXT:  http://solar.physics.montana.edu/sxt/
Yohkoh Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT):   
1991 - 1999
Hinode X-Ray Telescope (XRT):   
2007 - 2012
XRT:  http://xrt.cfa.harvard.edu/
Solar Cycle
Data from the Royal Greenwich Observatory since 1874:  http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/SunspotCycle.shtml
Current Cycle
Hinode XRT Picture of the Week:  http://xrt.cfa.harvard.edu/
#24 — Smallest cycle in ~100 years 
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/SunspotCycle.shtml
Sun-Earth Interaction
SOHO animation gallery:  http://soho.nascom.nasa.gov/bestofsoho/Movies/animations.html
Impacts of Space Weather
National Academy of Sciences Report Summary:  http://event.arc.nasa.gov/swsw/pdf/Kappenman_AMES_Oct16.pdf  
1959 Carrington Event 
Largest Geomagnetic storm recorded
M. A. Shea, Geophysics Directorate, Phillips Laboratory 
1989 Superstorm Blackout
J. Kappenman 
2008
Impacts of Space Weather
LASCO:  http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/  
SOHO Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph  
Experiment (LASCO)
Image credit:  NASA & L. Lanzerotti (NJIT)
Impacts of Space Weather
LASCO:  http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/  
SOHO Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph  
Experiment (LASCO)
Image credit:  NASA & Washington Post
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Skylab SP-402 The Active Sun:  http://history.nasa.gov/SP-402/ch7.htm  
Skylab Yohkoh / SXT SOHO / EIT+LASCO
TRACE HINODE / SOT HINODE / XRT
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO):  http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/  ;  LASCO:  http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/  
SDO / AIA + SOHO / LASCO
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO):  http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
SDO / AIA
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO):  http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
SDO / AIA
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO):  http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/  ;  LASCO:  http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/  
SDO / AIA + SOHO / LASCO
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO):  http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/  ;  EIS:  http://solarb.mssl.ucl.ac.uk/SolarB/Solar-B.jsp  
SDO / AIA + Hinode / EIS 
Solar Flares (A Space-Based Tour)
Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS):  http://iris.gsfc.nasa.gov/  ;  Hinode:  http://hinode.msfc.nasa.gov/  
IRIS Hinode / SOT [Magnetogram] 
Hinode / EIS Hinode / XRT 
Investigating Energy Release
Geostationary Satellite Server (GOES) X-ray lightcurves:  http://solarmonitor.org/goes_pop.php?date=20140410&type=xray  
Focus on Long Duration Events
- Energy released for many hours 
- Associated with Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) 
- Development of current sheets and supra-arcade fans
Long Duration
Impulsive
Example GOES lightcurves Ko et al. 2003 Savage & McKenzie 2011
Updated CSHKP model:  Forbes & Acton 1996; Lin & Forbes 2000; Ko et al. 2003
Investigating Energy Release
Standard 2-D Flare Model
Alfve´n speed increases with height at large altitudes, so the
current sheet is quickly eroded by reconnection, and its
length consequently shrinks several hours after the onset
(LF00; Forbes & Lin 2000). In a more realistic corona, on
the other hand, the local Alfve´n speed decreases with height
at large altitudes; erosion of the current sheet is thus not
very fast, and the current sheet may remain a long time (Lin
2002, hereafter Lin02). The model predicts that the mag-
netic energy around the current sheet is converted into
kinetic and thermal energy of the plasma during the recon-
nection process. The plasma then flows along the current
sheet both upward and downward at approximately the
Alfve´n speed and is heated to high temperature inside the
current sheet (compared to the ambient corona). The model
also predicts certain dynamical properties of the CME and
the current sheet that we will discuss in detail in a later
section.
There is, however, little direct observational evidence that
can confirm the occurrence of the current sheet. The high
electrical conductivity and nearly force free environment
confine the current sheet to a very local region in the direc-
tion perpendicular to its vertical extent (refer to Fig. 2).
Therefore, its thickness is so small that we usually treat the
current sheet as an infinitely thin layer. In addition, the low
plasma density in the corona implies that the plasma inside
the current sheet should be tenuous. Therefore, it is diﬃcult
to observe the current sheet in an eruptive process because
both its size and emission are easily dominated by other
large-scale and bright structures nearby. Ciaravella et al.
(2002) analyzed the spectral data obtained from the Ultra-
violet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS; Kohl et al. 1995)
on SOHO after an eruption on 1998 March 23. After the
bulk CMEmaterial left the inner corona, a bright postflare/
CME arcade was seen by the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT)
and Yohkoh/SXT. UVCS detected a very narrow and hot
feature that was most prominent in the [Fe xviii] emission in
the space between the arcade and the CME core. The
appearance of the [Fe xviii] emission means a temperature
as high as 6! 106 K in that area (Ciaravella et al. 2002).
Their result is quite consistent with the theoretical expecta-
tions of the current sheet in the flux rope model sketched in
Figure 2. Webb et al. (2003) analyzed 26 ‘‘ candidate discon-
nection events ’’ (CDEs) associated with CMEs observed by
the Solar MaximumMission (SMM). These CDEs were fol-
lowed by raylike structures that appeared a few hours after
the CDE and sometimes were found to connect to newly
formed streamers close to the limb. They regard this kind of
raylike structures as evidence of the current sheet developed
following a CME (cf. Fig. 2).
A recent eruption provides us with a unique opportunity
for scrutinizing the current sheet as well as the global mor-
phological features of the eruption. This eruption occurred
at the east limb of the Sun on 2002 January 8. The CME left
behind some long and thin streamer-like structures with
continuous outflows as seen in white light. Lower in the
corona, UV/EUV observations showed formation of the
post-CME loops, and an electron temperature of
ð3 4Þ ! 106 K was found at 1.53R$. Temperatures this high
at this height are not commonly seen in the quiescent
corona, even above most active regions (Ciaravella et al.
2002). We believe that these streamer-like structures consist
of a current sheet in which the magnetic reconnection
occurs. The observed high temperature results from the
heating in the magnetic reconnection processes that also
produce continuous outflows along the current sheet and
the formation of the post-CME loops beneath it. In many
respects, this eruption is like many observed previously, but
the location of the source region (AR 9782/9785; see the
next section) and the orientation of the disrupted magnetic
configuration lead to a current sheet just along the line of
sight (i.e., edge-on), as illustrated in Figure 2. This makes it
possible for us to analyze the plasma properties and investi-
gate the evolution of the current sheet, as well as the post-
CME loops below it. In the next section, we describe this
event as observed in white light and UV/EUV and find
many aspects consistent with the predictions of the models
described in this section. In x 3, we analyze the dynamical
and physical properties of this current sheet and interpret
the data based on the work by LF00 and Lin02. Finally, we
summarize our analysis in x 4.
2. THE OBSERVATIONS
We suggested in the previous section that solar flares, erup-
tive prominences, and CMEs are diﬀerent manifestations of
Fig. 2.—Upper part: Sketch of the flux rope/CME model of Lin &
Forbes (2000) showing the eruption of the flux rope, the current sheet
formed behind it, and the postflare/CME loops below, as well as the
inflows and outflows associated with the reconnection. Lower part:
Enlarged view of the postflare/CME loops (adopted from Forbes & Acton
1996). The upper tip of the cusp rises as reconnection happens
continuously.
1070 KO ET AL. Vol. 594
Image Credit:  ESA
McKenzie & Hudson 1999; Khan et al. 2007; Savage & McKenzie 2011
Investigating Energy Release
Early observations of Supra-Arcade 
Downflows (SADs) & Downflowing 
Loops (SADLs)
Yohkoh / SXT 1999 Jan 20
Post-eruption 
Arcade 
(Saturated)
Downflowing 
Voids Above 
Arcade
Solar Limb
Yohkoh / SXT
TRACE
SOHO / LASCO
Hinode /  
XRT
McKenzie & Savage 2009
Investigating Energy Release
TRACE 193 A, X-flare, 2002 Apr 21
TRACE 193 A, X-flare, 2003 Nov 4
Savage et al. 2012; Savage et al. 2010; Asai et al. 2004; Yokoyama & Shibata 1999
Investigating Energy Release
Hinode / XRT, 2008 Apr 9
TRACE + RHESSI + NoRH radio (lightcurve),  
2002 Jul 23
SDO / AIA + RHESSI (contours), 2010 Nov 3
Savage et al. 2012
Inflows 
Composite
Outflows 
131 A
SDO / AIA + STEREO / SECCHI, 2010 Nov 3
SDO / AIA, 2011 May 9
Investigating Energy Release
Savage, McKenzie, Reeves 2012
Investigating Energy Release
Explanation for SADs & SADLs converging … 
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SDO / AIA, 2011 Oct 22
SADs cooler than fan (and much less dense)
Bright thin loops retracting below voids.
Movie Credit:  D. E. McKenzie, Mont. State Univ
Investigating Energy Release
Explanation for SADs & SADLs converging …  
—> Loops outflows of patchy, bursty magnetic reconnection?! 
—> Voids rarefaction regions behind retracting loops?
Savage, McKenzie, Reeves 2012  ;  RHESSI nugget #168:  http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~tohban/wiki/index.php/Supra-Arcade_Downflows  
HAPPIs:  High-Altitude Propagating Pressure Imbalances?
?
Sadpoles Happis
None …. yet…
A Simplified 3-D Solar Flare Model
Savage et al. 2012
Observing Magnetic Reconnection
Reeves et al. 2008
Solar flares comparable to 
Magnetotail substorms 
Solar: !
Global Context
Magnetotail: !
In Situ Measurements
Note:  Very different scales and  
plasma regimes.
SDO 2nd Year Highlights
Goddard Multimedia:  http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a010000/a010900/a010966/index.html  
Thanks!
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA):  http://www.nasa.gov/  
